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Jerry Draper is this months
Speaker, doing a
talk on showing
fish.

Cichlid Breeding

bation, which may in some cases
last up to 4 weeks. Only a fish
by: Pooja Chakrabarty
that is in good health will be
http://cichlid.infocrux.com/ able to endure such abstinence
Cichlid-Breeding.html
from food.
Cichlid Breeding: Learning the
For cichlid breeding, it is
Basics
helpful to get several females for
Cichlid breeding is easy with some each male, as this way they
cichlids and difficult with others, male's bullying does not get rebut this is made easier if you as a stricted to just one female. Agcichlid owner take good care of gressiveness of tankmates can
your cichlids. Keeping the aquar- cause stress among the weaker
ium clean and maintaining the fish. For cichlid breeding to be
conditions required by that par- accomplished readily, it is esticular cichlid will keep your cich- sential that your cichlids are not
lids healthy. This will induce them
stressed.
to mate more readily.
The speed at which cichPerhaps the most essential element in cichlid breeding lid breeding is accomplished deis keeping your cichlids in top pends also on the diet. A varied
shape. How can you do this? diet should be provided. At the
By investing in a good filter to time of cichlid breeding it
keep the water free of pollut- would be advisable to provide
ants, by purchasing a heater to food that is rich in proteins.
maintain the temperature, by
carrying out regular water
changes, by maintaining a good
water chemistry (water should
be free of ammonia and nitrites), and, by providing your
cichlids with a well-balanced
diet.
Why do you need to
keep your fish healthy? Only
healthy fish will want to mate.
Moreover, many female cichlids do not eat during the incu-

Cichlids breed in different ways. Open Brooders (e.g. angelfish, discus) spawn on open
surfaces like rocks, or
on the substrate. Shelter Brooders are of two
types – Cavity Brooders
(e.g.
Apistogramma) who lay their
eggs in caves and in
depressions,
and
Mouth Brooders (e.g.

Aulonocara) who carry the
eggs and the fry in their
mouths. Open Brooders tend to
lay more eggs (sometimes as
much as 10,000) than the Shelter Brooders (about 300).
Cichlid breeding becomes easier if these territorial
creatures are provided with
sheltered areas where they can
spawn. Rocks and plants can be
used to provide them with hiding places. Mouth brooders will
benefit the most from these
hideouts because they will
need more than usual protection when they are egg-laden.
The female releases the
fry depending on a number of
factors such as her species, her
age, and the state of her health.
Water quality may also determine when the fry get released.
cont’d on page 9
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President’s Message
What a great auction and show we had. The fish show had 209 entries, I have been told that was the
best entry count so far this year. A great job was done by Steve and Lorraine Gregson. For all their hard work
we had a great show. A special thanks to all that helped make this event go a smoothly as it did. Special
thanks to the judges for a job well done.
Thanks to Bob Wright and Jerry Draper who did a great job with the auction. They kept it going at a
steady pace so we could all go home at a decent time. Thank you to all the helpers we had to make this event
go off without a hitch, from the kitchen to the table movers runners, chit people and the computer operators.
Without everyone’s help this event would never run a great as it does. So from myself thank you and give
yourself a big pat on the back.
A special thanks to all who exhibited and brought articles for the auction.
Thanks again for all your support.
The Guest speaker for October will be Jerry Draper and he will be doing a talk on showing fish. All
the ways of getting our fish ready and proper ways of displaying them so they can have a chance for taking
the big prize.
The Jar Show for October will be Cichlids - substrate spawning ( Angels, Kribs, Rams etc. ) as well as
the Plant Class and the Open Class. As usual we have our own club auction.

Have a great Thanksgiving
Ron Bishop
President
London Aquaria Society
The London Aquaria Society is a non-profit
organization, established in June 1956. Its main
objective is to promote interest in breeding and
raising tropical fish and also to provide a means
through which hobbyists may exchange ideas,
gain information and display their fish, sharing
them in the public in the London Area.
Advertising Rates
Business Card……………….……$25.00
1/4 page…………………….…….$40.00
1/2 page…………….…………….$75.00
Full Page…………………..……..$125.00
Rates apply for a year coverage totaling 10 issues of our Newsletter. Articles in this publication may be reprinted provided full credit is
given to the Author, the London Aquaria Society and 2 copies of the published bulletin or
magazine in which the article appears, is to be
mailed to:

Please Support
Southwestern Pet Centre
1641 Dundas Street
(New Location Dundas &
Saskatoon)
London, Ontario
They support us!!!

London Aquaria Society
P.O. Box 45010, RPO Fairmont
London, Ontario N5W 1A3
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DOING IT RIGHT - BUILDING A FISH ROOM
By: Richard Rice, London Aquaria Society, Ontario, Canada. October 1991
Aquarticles
I got an e-mail from an old friend a few days ago. I’m not sure how many of you knew Rick
Rice but he and his parents belonged to the London Aquaria Society many years ago. Just a few
weeks ago, Stephen and I were reminiscing with another friend of ours from the club about all the
good times we used to have, traveling all over Southwestern Ontario going to Shows & Auctions.
Here is one of the articles Rick wrote.
We all, at one time or another, have said "If I'm going to get into fish, I'm going to do it right." Doing it right, when it comes to fish, means making our hobby as easy to keep as possible with the smallest impact on our living space. We all start out with a community tank or two. Soon, we decide that to do it
"right", we should separate our fish according to species and provide the best living conditions possible for
each species of fish. We then discover that to do this requires much space and the living room soon disappears. Our loved ones start to complain and we resist as long as possible before finally, out of desperation,
promise to build a room specifically for our fish. This article deals with my personal trials and tribulations
while building a fish room in my parents' house.
It's hard to decide where to start. Should we put up walls and then pack everything in? I thought of
the types of fish that I wanted to raise and then calculated the gallonage required to keep these fish. The result was then broken down into filtration requirements, heating, air supply and shelf space. What I concluded was that my parents' basement wasn't big enough, but neither was Buckingham Palace. I had to start
with smaller aspirations. We finally decided that the most appropriate way to go about it was to determine
how much basement we were willing to surrender. The dimensions of the room had to be based on the size of
the tanks we wished to use. Since we wanted to raise
PET PARADISE
many different fish, we should use smaller tanks so
SUPERSTORE
that more could be fit in.
Locally Owned & Operated Since 1995
Most tanks in the 2 1/2 to 30 gallon range
can be put on a shelf that is 16 inches deep. This
LONDON’S LARGEST SELECTION OF PUPPIES,
value is convenient because plywood or pressed KITTENS, REPTILES, FISH, AND SMALL ANIMALS
wood sheets come in standard dimensions of 4 feet
by 8 feet. A quick calculation tells us that from one • Full line of Pet and Aquarium Supplies
sheet of plywood, we can get three shelves that are 8' • Knowledgeable Friendly Staff
in length with a depth of 16" less a sixteenth of an • Great Package Deals, Reasonable Rates
• Pets Always Welcome!
inch (or so) for saw blade cut off.
The next consideration was to determine the RECEIVE 10% OFF FISH AND
load carrying abilities of our shelves. We decided to SUPPLIES WHEN YOU PRESENT
use 2" x 4" pine for the structures, because it was YOUR AQUARIA SOCIETY
more likely to be straight than the less expensive MEMBERSHIP CARD.
spruce, and not too heavy too lift once the shelves
were assembled. Water weighs about 10 pounds per Our Store Hours:
Mon-Fri……….9:30 a.m.— 9:00 p.m.
gallon. Therefore, a 10 gallon aquarium weighs
Saturday..…….9:30 a.m.— 8:00 p.m.
about 100 pounds, plus the weight of the glass itself. Sunday……...11:00 a.m.— 6:00 p.m.
The greater the length of the shelf, the more gravity
has an effect on its span. The ideal situation would 519-432-1600
be to have a span only as big as the object it is hold- 1080 Adelaide St. North
ing.
London, Ontario
cont’d on page 5
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DOING IT RIGHT - BUILDING A FISH ROOM
cont’d from page 4

This, however, is not practical. A good general rule is to support a shelf every four feet along its span. Also
keep in mind that a 4 foot shelf is easier to move around than an 8 foot shelf. Knowing our approximate
floor space, we made a sketch of the room boundaries and placed cutouts of 4 foot and 8 foot shelves to optimize the space (actually I drew the room and shelves using a computer, but that is not necessary.) Our room
was to include a laundry sized sink and appropriate counter space to facilitate cleaning out a 30 gallon aquarium. From experience in the engineering field, I have found that it is much easier to move something around
on paper (not to mention less expensive).
Next, from our design, we marked the room dimensions on the floor. Using standard building practices we built the appropriate walls to enclose our room. Some important items to keep in mind when building a fish room include:
1. Insulate walls (and ceiling if possible) to reduce the cost of heating the room. The room should be as airtight as possible to avoid having tank heaters heat the room.
2. Staple vapour barrier to the framing before securing the sheeting (gyprock). Fish rooms are generally wet,
so use green board instead of standard wall board if possible.
3. Use water resistant paints to prevent damage to the underlying materials.
4. If feasible, install a ventilation fan to remove some of the humid air from the room.
5. Place the shelving units far enough apart to allow for free passage between the shelves and for bending
room.
Anyone who has kept a larger number of fish knows that, in time, multiple air pumps, heaters, lights,
etc., tend to clutter up the room and can create a real rat's nest. This usually happens when you're in a hurry
to do something and you end up with 40 feet of airline wrapped around your feet when you really need to use
the bathroom after having your hands in a tank of water. The design of our fish room incorporated as many
built-in features as possible. We went with one main air pump with all the distribution hose hidden in the
walls and ceiling to enhance appearances. The pump is capable of driving 70 airstones and should be more
than sufficient. The room has four separate
electrical circuits coming in to prevent overloading any one system. The shelves have
built in lights and power bars all originating
from one initial junction box. We used BX
sheathed cable (flex) to penetrate the ceiling
and drop the junction box on the top of the
shelf unit. Each shelf unit can be disconnected
from the circuit by separating only one pair of
conductors (the BX cable) and the shelf unit 166 GRAND RIVER AVENUE PHONE (519) 756-6225
FAX (519) 756-5140
can then be removed from the room intact. BRANTFORD, ONTARIO
Each light can be controlled separately by uswww.tropicalfishroom.ca
ing a switch mounted on the front of the shelf.
The general philosophy behind the air system
is to complete an air path of equal pressure
throughout the system. The easiest way to do
this is to design the system on one main
Quality Tropical Fish & Supplies!
loop.The pump forces air into the loop where
it travels around the loop to each of the drops
to individual tanks.
cont’d on page 6
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DOING IT RIGHT - BUILDING A FISH ROOM
cont’d from page 5

Any air that isn't expelled into a drop remains in the system. This creates a closed loop. All exits from the
loop will have the same air pressure. In addition, the pump will have to work less because there is a constant
pressure in the system. Pumps, like people, will last longer when they don't have to work hard.
The main loop was constructed using 1 inch diameter (inside measurement) reinforced vinyl tubing.
The tubing is buried entirely in the ceiling between shelves and penetrates the ceiling to drop down at the
leading edge of the top of each shelf unit. The drop runs the length of the top shelf at the front and then
penetrates the ceiling again. The drops to each aquarium were created by drilling holes in the main loop at
the appropriate places along the shelves. A brass valve is screwed into the drill hole and acts as the control
for the airline which is pressed onto the valve. The drops may be split as necessary to supply the various
tanks below. It is best to drop a separate line to each tank from the main loop, because adjusting one line will
not change the pressure in another.
The lights and power bars were wired with standard 2 conductor 14 grounded copper wire with nylon R90 insulation. One important thing to keep in mind is always mount the power bar above the device to
be plugged in. This creates a downward loop with the cord. Should water run down the electrical cord, it will
drip off the bottom of the loop rather than into the receptacle or power bar. This is, of course, an emergency
measure just in case one gets water in the fish room.
Accessories were added to the room for convenience. These include a portable pump used to drain
and fill tanks. The pump unit is basically a PONY pump mounted on a 3/4 " plywood. The pump comes with
a handle already attached which makes this unit completely portable. A normal two-way household electrical
switch was connected to the pump and a long cord joined to the switch to facilitate moving around without
having to find a source of hydro. The inlet and outlet of the pump were mated with quick-connect joints used
for garden hose. To drain a tank, one needs only to join a short piece of hose connected to a gravel washer
(the end of a Python) to the inlet end and a longer hose directed to a drain to the outlet side. To fill a tank
only requires reversing the inlet and outlet hoses and putting the long end into the water storage tank. A
restrictor valve was added to the shorter hose because the little pump threatened to remove all the inhabitants from the tank along with the water. (It's always the little guy that tries to be the boss!)
A large 50 gallon barrel was situated in the room to condition the water prior to adding it to an
aquarium. This is very important because
11 Frank Street
most urban water supplies contain chemicals
Strathroy, Ontario
that can be detrimental to the health of the
N7G 2R2
fish. In fact, it can change them into frogs
519-245-0721
(they croak!). Letting water stand for about
twelve hours allows certain chemicals like
chlorine to dissipate into the air, and also
allows the water to adjust to room temperature so that when it enters the aquarium, it
doesn't shock the fish.
Many lessons can be learned from building a
fish room. Most important is to plan well in Hours of Operation
advance. Much money can be involved in Monday-Thursday
11:00 a.m.—7:00 p.m.
equipment so it pays (no pun intended) to
think before you spend. Don't be afraid to Friday
10:00 a.m.—8:00 p.m.
take your time.
cont’d on page 7
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DOING IT RIGHT - BUILDING A FISH ROOM
cont’d from page 6

The end result should be something to be proud of. If you learn a new technique,
pass it on to others. We all have an interest in making our hobby more enjoyable,
and would appreciate hearing from you.
Caterpillar Attack!
By: Kit Knotts - Click images to enlarge
http://www.victoria-adventure.org/waterlilies_images/caterpillars/page1.html
A very dear friend of mine, Walter Luzak, called me the other day about some troubles he was having in his 45
gallon drums where he keeps some of his tropical fish along with water hyacinths and duck week. He said that there
was some type of insect eating these plants but he could find no information on them. Here is what I found.

Waterlilies fortunately have few pests and diseases that afflict them but one that can be a seasonal or
constant problem, depending on where you live, is caterpillars. The ones that attack waterlilies are the larvae
of the China Mark Moth. These pests are known as "sandwich men" or "taco men" because they often cut
pieces of pads and attach themselves between two layers, to hide while they ravage leaves and to float from
pad to pad. In cooler climates, the caterpillars are only present spring and fall. In warm climates they can be a
year-round problem.
The damage done by the caterpillars can be in several forms, the most obvious of which is rounded
pieces cut out of pads. Infant larvae can be harder to spot, in fact almost invisible for a time. They can make
tiny holes in the pads or a lacelike tracery that mimics other problems like fungus. At this stage they may not
make sandwiches but will get between pads and stick them together. If they do make sandwiches, they are
tiny and usually near the cut they have made, often at the edges of the pads.
As they grow larger, caterpillars can be most often found around the under edges of pads and in the
center of pads where the stem attaches. They can also be found attached to stems several inches under water.
In ponds with several varieties of waterlily, they will attack the softer leaved varieties first.
Control can be as simple as hand picking them off. A better answer for most pond keepers is to spray or sprinkle BT (Bacillus thuringiensis) on the pads. This is an all-natural control, completely harmless to anything but
caterpillars. This bacillus paralyzes the intestinal tract of the larvae and they disappear in five to seven days.
There are several strains of BT (Berliner is the best against the waterlily caterpillar) available at most garden
centers. Because BT is alive, it should be as fresh as possible and stored in a cool place.
We personally apply BT brand name Thuricide with a hand spray bottle and mix it extra strong since
we are spraying into water which will further dilute it. We spray either early in the morning or late in the afternoon since BT's effectiveness is weakened by exposure to sun and heat. Remember not to expect to see results immediately - it will take several days.
As mentioned above, in cooler climates caterpillars are seasonal
but can plague growers in warm climates all year. BT has no residual
effect so repeat spraying is indicted at the first sign of new infestation.
Pond snails often get the blame for the damage done by caterpillars
since they can be found in the damaged areas as they begin to decay.
Other pond inhabitants sometimes take the rap. Be sure to look for larvae before you try to kill off other creatures that may be beneficial to
your pond!
Thanks Walter, Hugs, Lorraine
London Aquaria Society
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Best In Show
Name
Jack Parkinson

Name

Fish Name

Month
Sept.

Gift Certificate Sponsor

Bristle-nosed Pleco - albino, male (Ancistrus dolichopterus)

Pets 'n Ponds

Fish Name

Month

Ribbon

Jack Parkinson

Sept.

Bristle-nosed Pleco - albino, male (Ancistrus dolichopterus)

Red

Annette & Ron Bishop

Sept.

Loaches, Suckers and CatfishGreen Phantom

Blue

Jack Parkinson

Sept.

Loaches, Suckers and Catfish

Corydoras - male

Jack Parkinson

Sept.

Loaches, Suckers and Catfish

Corydoras - female

Jack Parkinson

Sept.

Bristle-nosed Pleco - albino, female (Ancistrus dolichopterus)

Annette & Ron Bishop

Sept.

Loaches, Suckers and Catfish Twig Catfish (Farlowella acus)

Annette & Ron Bishop

Sept.

Loaches, Suckers and Catfish Twig Catfish (Farlowella acus)

James Kelly

Sept.

Loaches, Suckers and Catfish Synodontis afrofischeri

James Kelly

Sept.

Loaches, Suckers and Catfish Synodontis natatus

Dorothy Reimer

Sept.

Loaches, Suckers and Catfish Corydoras

Bob Steele

Sept.

Loaches, Suckers and Catfish Corydoras aeneus (Bronze Cory)

Dorothy Reimer

Sept.

Bristle-nosed Pleco - male (Suckermouth) (Ancistrus sp.)

Bob Steele

Sept.

Chinese Algae Eater (Gyrinocheilus aymonieri)

Bob Steele

Sept.

Bristle-nosed Pleco - brown, male (Ancistrus sp.)

Bob Steele

Sept.

Bristle-nosed Pleco - albino (Ancistrus dolichopterus)

Nancy Egelton

Sept.

open Guppy - male (Poecilia reticulata)

Red

Bob Steele

Sept.

open Blond Double-swordtail Guppy (Poecilia reticulata)

Blue

Annette & Ron Bishop

Sept.

open Blind Cave Fish (Astyanax fasciatus mexicanus)

White

Bob Steele

Sept.

open Blond Double-swordtail Guppy (Poecilia reticulata)

Plant Name

White

Name

Month

Dorothy Reimer

Sept.

open Long Leaf Java Fern (Microsorium pteropus)

Red

James Kelly

Sept.

open Anubius sp.

Blue

Ribbon

Well everyone, it’s that time of year again when those of us who have ponds have to
think about getting our fish ready for our long winters. I’ve been in the pond hobby for 28
years now and over the years you learn different ways of keeping a pond open during the
winter so that toxins can be released.
Some people have a smaller pump which they hang over the side of the pond, about
6 to 8 inches from the surface, anchoring the cord on the outside of the pond at the top so that as the pump is
pushing water out, it keeps a large area open.
I’ve heard other people say that they use an air pump with a good sized airstone hanging either in
the middle or side of the pond, again about six to eight inches from the surface to keep an area open. It’s a
good idea to put something over the air pump to keep it from getting wet over the winter.
cont’d on page 17
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Cichlid Breeding
cont’d from front page

Remember that young inexperienced females are not too likely to carry the eggs for the full
term the first time round. After that first time however, they learn to breed successfully.
Sometimes fish do not mate because they are overfed – the hungrier they are, the more their
aggressive tendencies are likely to show up, and the more likely they will be to mate. However some
species like Auloncara naturally take time to become sexually mature. Be patient with them.
Water temperatures of about 76oC and 78oC and alkaline, hard water will aid in cichlid breeding. The maintenance of a steady temperature will aid in the hatching of the eggs.
Raising and harvesting of cichlids can be done in several ways. The best method is allowing
the mother to spit out the fry naturally in a separate tank. Here she does not have to worry about
other adults who may eat the fry. The survival of the fry is almost certain in this case unless the
mother herself consumes the fry. in such a case it would be good to transfer the mother to another
tank once she has released the fry. Most fry start eating flakes and brine shrimp once they have absorbed their egg sacs. The fry will grow rapidly with good water conditions, frequent feeding, and
good diets.
Cichlid breeding is almost an art form, and you and your cichlids will keep getting better at it
with time. Keep trying.
Bolivian Rams Spawned
http://www.ratemyfishtank.com/phpbb/viewtopic/1813

By: Dizzcat
OMGosh!!!! I am so psyched!
I have had my Beautiful Bolivian Rams for a year and a half now. The first time they spawned was
over a year ago. That spawn lived because they used a natural pit in a lava rock as the fry were wigglers.
They have spawned again 3 more times. One spawn died because when they hatched into wigglers they
made a pit in the gravel (medium sized gravel) and the wigglers wiggled down so deep the parents could
not get them out. :-( I then switched to a smaller gravel (tiny sized), they spawned 2 more times, one time
they ate the eggs before they hatched (something wrong with the eggs) and the last time the female attacked the male and ate the wigglers.
I have since changed to sand substrate in that tank (my community) and they have not shown any
interest in spawning again. They have not tried since last April, and have not over sand. I did a water
change yesterday, and when I did I took out the lava rock (its called
lace rock too) because I hate how it collects everything. I put in some
medium sized river rock that I had extra from the Mbuna tank.
Well, I just looked in the tank and found the mama hovering
over a good sized river rock. Upon closer inspection she is fanning a
huge clutch of eggs!! This is the biggest batch she has had so far,
about 3 times bigger than ever! I was totally taken by surprise because I can usually tell by her behavior that she is ready to spawn.
cont’d on page 10
London Aquaria Society
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Bolivian Rams Spawned
cont’d from page 9

So, from past experiences, they will start to hatch on
Tuesday and if all goes well, be free swimming by next Saturday! They can make wonderful pits now with the sand. Fingers
crossed!! Time to put the tank divider in so they will be safe!
I actually have a wonderful camera now that I can take
great pics of the process! YAY!
Here's some pics I just took. Top two are the mama over
the clutch, third is Papa checking them out, then the last two are
both parents.
White Cloud Mountain Minnow
By Jason Shaw
First published in "The Fishy Times," Campbell River Aquarium Club,, Canada
Aquarticles.com
Common Name: White Cloud Mountain Minnow

Scientific Name: Tanichthys albonubes

Wild distribution: China

Water Temperature: 66f to 83f

Length: Up to 1.5 inches

The White Cloud is an excellent little minnow. It is said to have been discovered by a small boy
(Tan) in the White Cloud Mountains of China in the 1930’s. This fish is an excellent beginner fish and is a
surface dweller in the community tank. It enjoys schooling with its own and other schooling fish. It is a
very active fish that enjoys jumping, so keeping a tight lid on the tank is essential.
Its body is somewhat of an olive-brown colour, with a blue-greenish iridescent stripe down the middle.
The tail and dorsal fins are reddish. Young fry are often mistaken for small neons.
Males tend to be a little more slender, and their dorsal and anal fins have whiter markings. You will notice this more when the males are in courting mode. Females tend to grow larger, and their bellies
rounder when gravid with eggs.
White Clouds will consume almost any food that fits into their small mouths. They eat from the
top layer of the water column but will pick food from the bottom of a bare glass tank.
Breeding notes: I have been breeding White Clouds for a few years now. I have tried many different
techniques but have found one that works the best:
Once you have distinguished male from female, pick yourself
two males and four females. Make sure that they are healthy
specimens that exhibit full finnage.
•

Use a ten-gallon tank containing only a sponge filter and a
heater, and leave the bottom bare. You will need to find some sort
of spawning media. I have used old plastic plants (bunched up),
spawning grass or Java moss. This media must remain anchored
to the bottom of the tank. I have found that these minnows aren’t
too picky about water parameters.
•

cont’d on page 11
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White Cloud Mountain Minnow
cont’d from page 10

A pH between 6.7 and 7.5 is suitable. They seem to enjoy a General Hardness around 2-3 degrees. I also
add one tablespoon of sea salt. Keep your water temperature up around 80ºF.
- Feeding the adults a diet of daphnia, brine shrimp, white worms and crushed Spirulina flakes will
bring them to spawning condition. Fourteen hours of light, and water changes of 20% every three days
will also increase breeding vigour.
- Within four days of introduction the females should become gravid with eggs. You will then witness
the males’ courtship displays - fin flicking and enticing the females into the spawning media. Spawning
can take place from early morning up until noontime.
•

Once you have noticed that two or three females are no longer holding eggs remove all the minnows.
Some say that White Clouds won’t eat their own fry - but I say different. You will find that White
Clouds are one of the easier fish to catch. Try not to disturb the spawning area.

•

Within two to three days you should start seeing fry. They will stick to the sides of the tank and will
stay mostly stationary. Within a day they should start swimming at the surface. The fry are very
tiny and will not accept newly hatched brine shrimp. I use A.P.R. by OSI or Baby Fish Food “E” by
Tetra Min. At three days old they will accept microworms and at eight days, baby brine. Refrain
from water changes until the fry have reached the two
week mark. They are slightly sensitive to changing
water conditions.
The fry are very quick to grow and will reach a
marketable size within 2½ months.
•

* There is a variety of White Cloud referred to as the
Meteor Minnow. It has considerably longer finnage. I
have never personally seen this variety. It made an
appearance in the aquarium trade a few years ago and
then vanished. I have seen pictures on various wholesaler lists.
Month

Plant

Fish Categories

September

open

open Loaches, Suckermouth, Catfish,( Corydoras, Brochis, Plecos)

October

open

open Cichlids—substrate spawning (Angels, Kribs, Rams, etc.)

November

open

open Cyprinids (Goldfish, Koi, Barbs, Danios, Sharks, Rasboras,
White Clouds, etc.)

Class
Family
Pairs

December

open

open No jar show due to Christmas Party.

January

open

open Guppies (Fancy, Trinadadian, etc.), Swordtails

February

open

open Bettas, Gouramis, Paradise Fish,

March

open

open Mollies, Platies

April

open

open Characoids (Tetras, Hatchetfish, Silver Dollars, etc.)

Family

May

open

open Cichlids -mouthbrooding (Guentheri, Aulonacara, etc.)

Pairs

June

none

none Due to awards night
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Nutrient’s 101
By: Brian Glazier

Caring for White Worms:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Feeding: Dig a small hole in the soil and bury a wet chunk of bread, handful of oats, a waffle, etc.
Soak some dog or cat biscuits (or dry hard food) over night and then bury-this method may add more nutrition to the food chain than a steady diet of bread product.
Check in on them every 3 to 4 days to see if they need to be fed or need to be moistened.
Housing: Keep a temperature between 50 & 60 degrees Fahrenheit
Ideally keep culture in a shoe box sized plastic container with a loose fitting top or a top with a few air
holes punched in it.
Use tropical plant soil that does not contain fertilizer.
Microwave the soil to kill mites and other undesirable organisms
Keep soil moist but not wet.
Start a new culture (fresh soil) every three months or so.
A heating pad or a pan of warm water placed under the culture will bring the worms to the surface.
As a fish Food: They are an excellent food source for conditioning fish before breeding.
Under normal conditions, use as a supplement for other foods fed, not as a replacement, as worms are too
high in fat content to be used as a steady diet.

Vinegar Eel Culture-Instructions (Turbatrix aceti): Caring for Vinegar Eels:
Housing/Feeding: Keep at room temperature
• Ideally keep culture in a plastic 1 or 2 litre bottle, leaving the top off.
• Use apple cider vinegar and a small slice of apple.
• Every third month, remove the debris of the left over apple slice and replace with a new slice.
• To feed, pour the vinegar eel culture through a filter material (I.e. coffee filter) which will catch the eels
and then dip the filter material into the fry tanks.
• Return the vinegar eel liquid back into the bottle.
As a Fish Food: They are an excellent food source for feeding very small fry.
• Under normal conditions, use as a supplement for other fry foods fed.
Mini Micro worms: ( Approximately half the size of Micro worms) (Known as Walter Worms)
This thread like organism is a good substitute for baby brine shrimp. This organism grows to a
maximum length of about 1/24 inch. Some people find that their fry grow better on these worms during the
first couple of days after hatching. Our theory is that brine shrimp are too wide for the fry to take into their
mouths for the first couple of days.
Our success in culturing these organisms is as follows:
1-We use a 2 kg. Margarine tub, with holes in the lid top to allow the culture to breathe. (The container can
be any size you like).
2-Next, make a paste like medium from rolled oats (Quaker) NOT INSTANT, also add a small amount of
yeast (Fleischmanns Traditional active dry yeast) to this paste mixture. Use water from a fish tank to make
this paste gooey, not too stiff or too runny. Fish water is used because the chemicals in the water should be
dissipated.
3-This mixture is put into the container and it should be about 2 inches thick.
5-Drop the container a couple of times on a table surface to let any air pockets out of the medium.
6-Clean the sides down of your container in order that the worms have a clean surface to crawl up on. (You
also won’t get any mixture with the worms when you start to harvest).
cont’d on page 13
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Nutrient’s 101
cont’d from page 12
7- Sprinkle a bit more yeast over the top of the medium.
8- Keep the container in a cool dark place, temperature around 65-70 degrees F. (17-20 degrees C.)
9- The worms multiply very quickly and they will climb up the sides of the container.
10-Harvest the worms off the sides of the container with your finger or a small stick and then feed your fish.
(A VERY SMALL AMOUNT OF WORMS FEEDS A LOT OF FRY)
11-If you have swiped too much off the sides of the container, just put the extra back onto the medium.
12-About every week, stir the mixture and sprinkle a little yeast on the top.
13-You should make up a new medium approximately every month.
14-It is recommended that you keep several cultures going at all times because they can sour very easily.
This is the method that works best for us. We know that some people use pablum cereal or bread as the medium base.
Making Up Beef Heart Mixture
Fish need a variety of food to keep them healthy, growing and in good colour. Here is a method of
preparing a high protein food that is full of vitamins and minerals which your fish will enjoy.
Line up the necessary equipment; a sharp knife, a food blender, gelatin powder, flake food, a couple of
mixing bowls and spoons, beef heart or veal heart plus any other ingredients such as liver, shrimp, fish, baby
food, etc.
Take the heart and cut off all the gristle and fat. Cut up the meat into cubes, approximately one inch
and place about a dozen of them into the blender (depending upon the ability of your blender). Mix up the
gelatin with water using at least 3 times as much as is normally called for n the package instructions. Cover
the cut up cubes with water gelatin mixture and then blend the mixture until the meat is ground up very,
very fine. Remove the mixture and place in a large mixing bowl. Now you may mix any additional ingredients which you may want to add. Add sufficient flake food to the mixture to absorb the water and to make
the final solution very thick. Take the mixture and scoop it into small plastic bags, smoothing it out to about
1/2 inch thick. Seal the bags and place in freezer.
After the mixture has frozen, just cut or break off the required amount and drop it into the aquarium.
The fish will either eat it immediately or wait for a while. Because gelatin has been added to the food, it will
not break apart in the water and this prevents cloudiness and pollution.
Good luck & happy fishing.
Culturing Banana Worm
www.fishforums.net/index.php?/topic/301746-culturing-banana-worm/
Submitted by: Brian Glazier

Banana worm are essentially a small nematode worm they live in the root system of the Banana tree and are
considered a pest by growers. Because of their hardiness and ability to reproduce at an alarming rate. They
are smaller than the normal Microworm and can be given to very small fry up to larger juveniles. The are
cultured the exactly the same way as you would be doing if you were culturing the more popular Microworm. The advantage of feeding Banana worm over Walter and Micro is that they live for longer in
freshwater which gives the fry more time to consume this type of food, they are larger and can be given to
larger fry before going on to such foods as graded Grindalworm.
cont’d on page 15
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Algae Guide
This algae guide is mainly aimed at the high light tank being dosed by Estimative Index.
Submitted by: Bob Steele

www.theplantedtank.co.uk/algae.htm

Black Brush Algae, BBA: Description Often grows on leaf edges of slow growing plants, bog wood and mechanical equipment. Also sometimes it grows in fast flowing areas of the tank. Grows in clumps or patches of
fine black tufts up to about 0.5cm long.
Cause: In a high light tank it is an indication of low or fluctuating CO2 levels or not enough water circulation
around the plants. In a low light tank it is often due to changing CO2 levels.
Removal: In a high light tank you will need to increase your levels of CO2
and/or improve water circulation around the plants. Scrub and cut off as
much as you can first. Increase levels slowly to 30 ppm or more but watch
the fish to see if they are respiring heavily. Make sure you have good water
flow around the whole tank along with some good surface movement. Adding a powerhead may help. If you have a low light tank without CO2 injection then not doing any water changes will help. This is because tap water
often has lots of CO2 dissolved in it which causes CO2 levels in your tank
to fluctuate. The algae respond to this a lot quicker than the plants do. Siamese Algae Eaters are known to eat BBA so can be used to control this algae. Overdosing Flourish Excel will clear it up.
Blue Green Algae, BGA Description: This isn't a true algae, but a bacteria called cyanobacteria that is able
to photosynthesise. Covers everything in a blue/green slimy mat. Easily peels off but grows back again very
quickly. It can smell pretty foul. It is very commonly found in the substrate and especially along the front glass
where is receives light.
Cause: Often caused by very low nitrates. It is fairly common to have it growing in the substrate against the
front glass from where it can spread. Sometimes it appears with new setups that have had light and ammonia
present at some point. Dirty substrates and filters may also bring it on. Poor water circulation is another possible cause.
Removal: A blackout is the best method for this. Clean out as much of the algae as you can and do a 30 to
50% water change. If your nitrates are low then add some potassium nitrate to get levels to 20ppm. Remove
CO2 and add an airstone. Turn off lights and cover the whole tank so no light can enter. Leave it for 3 to 4
days. No peeking and no feeding - fish will be fine
without food for this period. After 3 to 4 days remove
the covers and do a 30 - 50% water change. Remove
airstone and start CO2. You will need to dose nitrates
to keep them dropping too low again. Make sure your
substrate and filter doesn't become too clogged up
with mulm and also make sure you have good water
circulation around the whole tank. Another option is
to treat with Maracyn which is an anti-biotic. Seems
to work well but may affect the biological filter. In the
UK it is illegal to purchase Maracyn without first getting a prescription for it from a vet. If the BGA is
originating from the substrate place some dark tape
on the glass to hide the substrate from direct light.
London Aquaria Society
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C.A.O.A.C. Events Calendar
12:00 p.m. CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, Ontario (PRESIDENT'S
BBQ)
September 18, 2010:

Sarnia Aquarium Society. (SHOW & AUCTION)

September 19, 2010: 10:30 a.m. CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
12:00 p.m. CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
September 26, 2010: London Aquaria Society. (ANNUAL SHOW & AUCTION)
October 3, 2010: Hamilton & District Aquarium Society. (SHOW & AUCTION) Waterdown Legion, Waterdown,
Ontario.
October 17, 2010: 10:30 a.m. CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
12:00 p.m. CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
(

October 24, 2010: Kitchener-Waterloo Aquarium Society. (SHOW & AUCTION)
October 31, 2010: St Catharines & Area Aquarium Society. (SHOW & AUCTION)
November 7, 2010:

Peel Regional Aquarium Society. (AUCTION ONLY)

November 21, 2010: 10:30 a.m. CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
12:00 PM CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
December 12, 2010: (Christmas pot luck lunch following the executive meeting.) (Membership and Insurance applications are due.) (Author and Advanced Author applications are due.)
10:30 a.m. CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
12:00 a.m. CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.

Culturing Banana Worm
cont’d from page 13
The items you will need to culture these small nematodes are as follows; Small ventilated plastic containers (culturing
vessels) Oatmeal cereal. A small portion of Banana Artists paintbrush First I place 1 cup of oatmeal cereal and three
cups of water into a microwavable bowl and cook in the microwave on full power for around three minutes.
Meanwhile I chop up a banana and mash it up into a fine paste. I remove the cereal from the microwave and mix it up
a little. You are looking to get a nice consistency of paste here, not too stiff and not too runny. Once I've got the consistency the way I want it I then add the banana paste and mix the whole lot together.
I then spread the mixture out into a shallow ventilated (holes drilled in lid) plastic tub to a depth of around 1cm
(10mm)
All that's left to do now is to inoculate the new mix with some of the old or
starter culture medium and then store on a warm place 20-26'C. As with all
nematodes of his ilk the worms will start to crawl up the sides of the culture
vessel where they can easily be transfered to the fry tanks by means of a small
artists paintbrush.
N.B. Please use a different brush for Banana, Walter & Microworms to avoid
cross contamination of the cultures
This is a nice easy nematode to culture in your own home and provide a good
nutritional addition for fry when fed alongside other conventional fry foods.
Regards BigC
London Aquaria Society
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COME AND SEE WHY BIG AL’S AQUARIUM SERVICES WAREHOUSE
OUTLETS IS CANADA’S LEADING
RETAILER FOR THE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10,000 GALLONS OF FRESH AND SALTWATER TROPICAL FISH
EXOTIC GOLDFISH & FEEDER FISH
SUPER IMPORT SELECTIONS FROM AROUND THE WORLD AND
FROM OUR EXCLUSIVE FLORIDA FISH FARMS
SUPERB AQUATIC PLANTS IMPORTED FROM AROUND THE WORLD
HUGE SELECTION OF AQUARIUM AND POND SUPPLIES
AQUARIUMS FROM 20 TO 275 GALLONS
BIG AL’S QUALITY LINE OF AQUARIUM PRODUCTS, FISH FOODS AND
WOODEN STANDS
EXPERT STAFF TO HELP YOU WITH ALL OF YOUR AQUARIUM NEEDS
BEST PRICES IN TOWN, GUARANTEED

10% Discount
To London Aquaria Society
Members
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Cont’d from page 8
A friend of mine uses a de‐icing cord, meant for the roof of your home or other buildings to
keep the snow from falling in large chunks, possibly hurting someone. Now, I use this
method myself but, I don’t recommend it as it’s not being used as it was designed for. I find
that in the smaller ponds it keeps the whole pond open during the winter.
Another important thing to remember is that as soon as the water temperature reaches 50*F., stop all
feeding of your fish and continue to make water changes from the bottom of the pond every week or every
two weeks until the water starts to freeze. I have found that by removing the toxins from the bottom of the
pond, it gives your fish a better chance of survival.

At the September Meeting, Stewart was talking to me about an article on the Japanese
Moss Ball and thought that it might make a good article. Even though an article was found and
put into the February 2010 Newsletter, I’ll get this article from Stewart for the November Issue
and maybe it will hold more information for us.
Thanks Stewart

We have a new location for our meetings! We will be meeting at Bishop
Townshend Public School near the intersection of Oxford Street and Quebec
Street, with parking being accessed from behind the school off Glasgow Street.
Bishop Townshend Public School
814 Quebec Street
London, Ontario N5Y 1X4

Meetings begin promptly at
7:30 and visitors are welcome
to attend.

Barbs
www.aquaticcommunity.com/barbs/
The term ”Barb” can cause some confusion, since it is used for a wide range of different fish species. Strictly speaking, it is only the species found within the genus Barbus in the family Cyprinidae that are considered true barbs. A lot of species belonging to other genera within this family are however also referred to as barbs, since they look similar to the
Barbus-species. To make things even more confused, a lot of species that used to belong to Barbus has been
moved to the genera Puntius. In everyday speech they are naturally still referred to as barbs and their common names often include the word barb.
Many different barb species are kept by aquarists and even a beginner aquarist can find barbs that are beautiful, hardy and easy to care for. Generally speaking, barbs are tolerant to varying conditions, peaceful enough
to keep in community aquariums and easy to breed in captivity. There are of course exceptions and it is
therefore always advisable to research the specific species that you are interested in before making a purchase.
cont’d on page 18
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Barbs
cont’d from page 17

Examples of well known barb species include Puntius tetrazona (Tiger barb) from
South East Asia and Barbus brevipinnis (Shortfin barb) and Barbus callipterus
(Congo barb)from Africa. Puntius tetrazona (Tiger barb) is one of the species that
were moved from Barbus to Puntius.
Most barbs should be kept in groups or large schools, since they are schooling
species. Keep at least 5-8 individuals together, preferably more. Peaceful barbs should not be combined with more aggressive aquarium fish, since aggressive species may harass the docile barbs. A few Barb species, including the popular
Tiger barb, is know to be fin nippers and should not be kept together with fish equipped with long and flowing fins.
When you set up an aquarium where you plan to keep barbs it is always a good idea to mimic their natural habitat. Include plenty of plants in the set up. Floating plants are recommended, since strong light can make the barbs shy.
Strong light can also affect their coloration. Plants are not the only type of aquarium decoration appreciated by barbs,
they love al sorts of hiding spots, including roots and cleverly arranged stone formations. Do not crowd the aquarium
since barbs needs at least one open area for swimming.
Most barbs prefer a neutral or slightly acidic pH-value. Barbs are known to be hardy and able to adjust themselves to
other circumstances, but there is a difference between surviving and doing well. Unsuitable water conditions can cause
dull colours and prevent spawning.
If your barbs have been kept in unsuitable water conditions, they must be allowed to gradually acclimatize themselves
to better conditions. Rapid changes are not recommended.
Barbs accept most types of food in captivity. Ideally research you particular species to find out more about its diet in
the wild and the right proportions between meaty food and vegetable based food. If you are unable to find any information, high-quality flake food for omnivores will most likely be a good base. Make the diet more varied by giving your
barbs occasional surprises in the form of Artemia or similar food.
Egg Goldfish
http://www.aquaticcommunity.com/goldfish/egg.php
The Egg Goldfish has a very long history and was known as early as 800 years ago in China.
It is probably closely related to the more modern Celestial Goldfish, Lionhead Gold fish and
Ranchus Goldfish. The Egg Goldfish is egg-shaped, double tailed and without any dorsal
fin. Except for the caudal fin, all fins are small on an Egg Goldfish. There is however one
variant of the Egg Goldfish that sports long flowing fins. It is usually referred to as Phoenix Egg Goldfish, and is rare and
hard to obtain. Just like the common Egg Goldfish, the Phoenix Egg Goldfish has no dorsal fin. A Phoenix Egg Goldfish is
long-tailed, while the common Egg Goldfish is short-tailed. An Egg Goldfish is mentioned in Jiang Ting Xi's book “The
chapter of Fowls and Insects, Collection and contemporary books with illustrations” from 1726. This book also includes an
illustration of a goldfish without dorsal fins. A high quality Egg Goldfish should have a smooth arch-shaped back. Ideally,
the highest point of the back should be located at the absolute centre of the backbone.
Today, you can find several types of Egg Goldfish, including the Phoenix Egg Goldfish, the even more unusual Blue Egg
Phoenix Goldfish, and the red and white celestial-eyed Egg Goldfish. All variants of Egg Goldfish, including the most common Egg Goldfish, are quite unknown among aquarists and can be hard to obtain today. Breeders are reporting that it is difficult to maintain adequate blood line, and even in China the Egg Goldfish is becoming increasingly rare due to decreased
popularity. There are however several efforts being made to ensure the survival of the Egg Goldfish. The “Goldfish Pagonda” in Hong Kong is dedicated to the breeding of Blue Egg Phoenix Goldfish, and is continuously searching for good
specimens. In 1996, the Goldfish Pagonda and the Goldfish Society of America exchanged fishes with each other. Eighteen
Blue Egg Phoenix Goldfishes were sent to America and Hong Kong received Blue Veiltail Goldfish in exchange. Breeding of
Blue Egg Phoenix Goldfish is therefore taking place in the U.S. today, but this fish is a slow spawner and it will take time to
create any larger population.
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